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Network Diagnostics can help you solve network connection problems.

Network Diagnostics...
Does stormy weather interfere with cloud computing?

51% Yes

49% No
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BREAKING NEWS

N.S.A. Phone Program Is Illegal, Appeals Court Rules

By CHARLIE SAVAGE  59 minutes ago

A three-judge panel for the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit ruled that the USA Patriot Act cannot be legitimately interpreted to permit the systematic gathering of domestic calling records.
EU Files Formal Antitrust Charges Against Google

Regulators open separate probe related to Google’s Android operating system

Europe’s antitrust regulator plans to file charges against Google, based on complaints that its search engine favors its own services over those of rivals. Rutgers’ Michael Carrier discusses. Photo: Getty

By TOM FAIRLESS in Brussels, and ROLFE WINKLER and ALISTAIR BARR in San Francisco

Updated April 15, 2015 9:11 p.m. ET

The European Commission took direct aim at Google Inc. Wednesday, charging the Internet-search giant with skewing results to favor its comparison-shopping service. But the formal complaint may only be the opening salvo in a broader assault that prompts big
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